
$9.23 million
Average cost of a healthcare breach in 2021. The healthcare industry had the highest
average cost of a breach for the 11th year in a row.1
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Stop ransomware attacks

More than 1 in 3
healthcare organizations globally reported being hit
by a ransomware attack in 2020.2

   training programs by allowing teams to defend
   against simulated ransomware attacks.

   such as scanning messages and blocking IP traffic
   and spam.

Identify negligent and malicious insiders

48%
of breaches in the healthcare industry originate from
insider threats.3

   credentials and unauthorized access requests to misuse
   or steal data, can be replicated in a range to see how
   effectively your team can detect and mitigate 
   these attacks.

Defend against advanced persistent threats
Advanced persistent threats often target healthcare organizations. These attacks are
multi-faceted, making traditional security tools ineffective. To fight back, organizations
must use a combination of EDR, SIEM, MFA, least-privilege access, patching, traffic
monitoring and security training. A cyber range can help you safely evaluate how your
tools and policies work together to defend against threats.

Strengthen medical device security

To learn more or schedule a live demo with one of our experts, visit simspace.com

53% 
of medical devices and other IoT devices in
hospitals have a known critical vulnerability.4

   personal and medical data critical to
   patient care yet are often left exposed.

   to detect unauthorized devices and applications as well
   as abnormal user behavior.

The use of patient portals and other web-based tools in the healthcare industry is making it
easier for patients to manage their care. But this level of access introduces new risks. The
expanded attack surface and high value of personal health information on the dark web 
makes healthcare organizations desirable targets for cybercriminals. Further, a disruptive
incident such as a ransomware or DDoS attack could be deadly if it obstructs patient care.
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Through team training and tech-stack
optimization, a cyber range can help
healthcare organizations defend
against threats, deliver a more secure
patient experience and maintain and
document regulatory compliance. This
allows providers to improve their
services and drive growth without
compromising on security.

What types of threats can be simulated in a cyber range? Here are some 
examples of how healthcare organizations can use a range to reduce risk:
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